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A developing trend in criminal tax that 
historically has not seen very much use:

• Sec. 7202, Willful failure to collect, truthfully 
account for and pay over employment taxes 
(a 5-year felony). 

• In lieu of (or in addition to) Sec. 6672, the 
civil “trust fund recovery penalty” (TFRP). 
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Employment tax deficiencies have traditionally 
been ALMOST EXCLUSIVELY the subject of civil 
enforcement. 
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Today, examinations traditionally presumed to 
be “civil” in nature are breeding grounds for 
bad surprises! 
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The historical non-use of criminal sanctions in 
connection with employment taxes means that a 
criminal investigation comes as a huge shock to 
the defendants (and their tax advisors). 
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Uncollected payroll taxes are a 
HUGE problem.

• As of December 2015, 1.4 million 
employers owed approximately $45.6 billion 
in unpaid employment taxes, interest, and 
penalties.

Source: Report of the Treasury Inspector General for Tax Administration, March 21, 2017 
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WHY IRS IS MAD

•Reg. section 1.31-1(a) provides: ‘‘If the tax has 
actually been withheld at the source, credit or refund 
shall be made to the recipient of the income even 
though such tax has not been paid over to the 
Government by the employer”.

http://career-intelligence.com/anger-see-red/
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Why does it happen?

• “Employment tax noncompliance occurs for many reasons.”
• “Sometimes, employers experiencing economic strain 

‘borrow the money for a short while’ to use the withheld 
taxes to fund the employer’s operations.” 

• “Other employers willfully divert the withheld taxes for their 
own personal benefit.” 

Source: Report of the Treasury Inspector General for Tax Administration (“TIGTA”), March 21, 2017 
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While a business owner 
may consider 

delinquent employment 
taxes to be an 

undocumented “loan” 
from the government, 

the government 
considers it to be 

THEFT. 
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The IRS’ Traditional Answer to 
Payroll Tax Deficiencies:

Internal Revenue Code § 6672 provides that 
any person required to collect, account for, 
and pay over taxes who willfully fails to 
perform any of these activities can be 
assessed a Trust Fund Recovery Penalty 
(TFRP). 
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Who is a Responsible Person?

A "responsible person" is anyone who:

a) has the duty to perform 

or 

b) the power to direct 

c) the act of collecting, accounting for, or paying over 
trust fund taxes. 
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Who is a Responsible Person?

Most TFRP cases involve officers of corporations. 
However, a responsible person may be one or more 
of the following: 

• An officer or employee of a corporation

• A member or employee of a partnership

• A corporate director or shareholder

• A related controlling corporation
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Who is a Responsible Person?

The IRS’ view is that anyone with signatory 
authority is “responsible”.
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What is Willfulness?

“Willfulness” is the intentional act of paying 
other creditors instead of the IRS. 

See, e.g.: 

Howard v. United States, 711 F.2d 729, 736 (5th Cir. 1983)

Newsome v. United States, 431 F.2d 742 (5th Cir. 1970)
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In former times, what little criminal 
enforcement there was with respect to 
payroll taxes was limited to Sec. 7215.

§ 7215 - Offenses with respect to collected taxes

(a)PENALTY

Any person who fails to comply with any provision of section 
7512(b) shall, in addition to any other penalties provided by 
law, be guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction thereof, 
shall be fined not more than $5,000, or imprisoned not more 
than one year, or both, together with the costs of prosecution.
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A criminal proceeding under §
7215 is a two-step process.

• It applies only to a person who “fails to comply with any 
provision of § 7512.”  

• § 7512 provides that if the IRS serves a delinquent taxpayer 
with a written notice “delivered in hand”, the taxpayer must 
deposit all payroll taxes that are due within two banking 
days after payroll is made into a special trust account. 

• If the taxpayer ignores and fails to abide by the warning in 
the § 7512 notice, THEN (and only then) is he subject to 
prosecution under § 7215. 

• NOTE that § 7215 does not include the word, “willful”, i.e., it is a strict liability statute.

• ALSO NOTE that § 7215 is a misdemeanor offense, meaning that the maximum term of imprisonment is 
one year per count.
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The Investigative Process

As part of the civil payroll tax delinquency 
investigation routine, taxpayers are given a 
copy of IRS letter 903.

The old version of this letter described the 
§ 7215 process, leading taxpayers to believe 
that they would first be served with a notice 
requiring prompt deposit of payroll taxes 
before any criminal procedure would be 
instituted. 
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Old Version of Letter 903

Under the provisions of the law for special bank deposit requirements, we may 
also require you to deposit your withheld taxes in a special bank account within 2 
banking days after you pay employees their wages.  These deposits would remain in 
the bank account until paid over to the Internal Revenue Service. Under the law we 
may charge you criminal penalties, such as a fine up to $100,000 and up to one year in 
jail upon conviction, if you don’t comply with the special bank deposit requirements.
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In 2013, things started to change …

The IRS altered the form of its Letter 903 to 
remove references to § 7215 and instead, to 
emphasize the possibility of prosecution 
under § 7202.
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New Version of Letter 903

The DOJ can also pursue criminal charges based on the willful failure to report 
and pay over withheld taxes (Section 7202 of the Internal Revenue Code). Willfulness 
is evident if an employer paid net wages and didn’t leave enough funds to make the 
required tax payments or used withheld trust fund taxes for other purposes. 
Convictions may result in imprisonment and other penalties. Other criminal statutes 
may also apply. 
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DOJ Climbs on Board

In 2014, the DOJ’s Criminal Tax Manual was amended by inserting 
the following notice in the portion of that document dealing with 
prosecutions under § 7215:

“Notice: § 7215, which makes it a misdemeanor to fail to 
comply with § 7512(b) is obsolete, because the IRS no longer 
issues notices under § 7212(b) requiring the use of special 
deposit procedures for collected employment taxes.”
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Prior to 2016, the Federal Sentencing Guidelines 
“Commentary” pertaining to Section 7202 
(§2T1.6) contained the following observation:

“Background:  The § 7202 offense is a felony 
that is infrequently prosecuted.” 
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And then…

• In 2016, the Federal Sentencing Guidelines’ reference to §
7202 being “infrequently prosecuted” was removed.

• The 2016 Guidelines do not provide a basis for this 
change (the former reference to “infrequent prosecution” 
was simply removed).

• Some say that this amendment was because some 
lawyers used the “infrequency of prosecution” language 
to urge courts to give more lenient sentences; but a 
better reason is because as a matter of fact, prosecutions 
under § 7202 are no longer “infrequent”. 
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Department of Justice, Tax 
Division, Criminal Tax Manual:

DOJ is well aware of the substantial similarity between the 
traditional civil remedy, § 6672 and its criminal counterpart, §
7202.

“Under section 6672, the civil counterpart to section 7202, a 
voluntary, conscious, and intentional act of paying the claims 
of other creditors … constitutes a "willful" violation of the duty 
to pay over. . . .  Similarly, it is the Tax Division's position that a 
person willfully fails to pay over tax under section 7202 when, 
instead of paying the trust fund taxes, he voluntarily and 
intentionally uses the money to pay the claims of other 
creditors.”  
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Department of Justice, Tax 
Division, Criminal Tax Manual:

DOJ is also well aware of the potential interplay between the 
civil and criminal functions:  

“Prosecutors should ascertain whether an IRS Form 2751, 
Proposed Assessment of Trust Fund Recovery Penalty, or an 
IRS Form 4180, “Report of Interview with Individual Relative to 
Trust Fund Recovery Penalty or Personal Liability for Excise 
Taxes,” was completed during the civil administrative part of 
the case, because these documents may contain relevant 
admissions or statements by the defendant.” 
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Form 4180
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Form 4180















Affirmative answers to these questions mean that 
your client is “responsible”.
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Form 4180

Honest answers to these may prove that your client is “willful”. 
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Form 4180

Space for signing the “confession”. 
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Sec. 6672 - Failure to collect and pay over tax, or attempt to 
evade or defeat tax.

1. Any person required to collect, truthfully account for, 
and pay over any tax imposed by this title who

Direct Comparison 
of § 6672 to § 7202
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Sec. 7202 - Willful failure to collect or pay over tax.

1. Any person required under this title to collect, account 
for, and pay over any tax imposed by this title who 

Direct Comparison 
of § 6672 to § 7202
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Sec. 6672 - Failure to collect and pay over tax, or attempt to 
evade or defeat tax.

1. Any person required to collect, truthfully account for, 
and pay over any tax imposed by this title who

2. willfully

Direct Comparison 
of § 6672 to § 7202
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Sec. 7202 - Willful failure to collect or pay over tax.

1. Any person required under this title to collect, account 
for, and pay over any tax imposed by this title who 

2. willfully

Direct Comparison 
of § 6672 to § 7202
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Sec. 6672 - Failure to collect and pay over tax, or attempt to 
evade or defeat tax.

1. Any person required to collect, truthfully account for, 
and pay over any tax imposed by this title who

2. willfully

3. fails to collect such tax, or truthfully account for and pay 
over such tax, or willfully attempts in any manner to 
evade or defeat any such tax or the payment thereof, 
shall, in addition to other penalties provided by law, be 
liable to a penalty equal to the total amount of the tax 
evaded, or not collected, or not accounted for and paid 
over. 

Direct Comparison 
of § 6672 to § 7202
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Sec. 7202 - Willful failure to collect or pay over tax.

1. Any person required under this title to collect, account 
for, and pay over any tax imposed by this title who 

2. willfully

3. fails to collect or truthfully account for and pay over such 
tax shall, in addition to other penalties provided by law, be 
guilty of a felony and, upon conviction thereof, shall be 
fined not more than $10,000, or imprisoned not more 
than 5 years, or both, together with the costs of 
prosecution.

Direct Comparison 
of § 6672 to § 7202
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So….what’s the difference between a 
routine delinquent payroll tax case and 
a § 7202 criminal proceeding? 
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According to the government, 
only one thing: Burden of Proof

In § 6672 cases, the IRS’ assessment is 
presumed correct; and the taxpayer has 
the burden of proof of rebutting it by a 
preponderance of evidence.

In § 7202 cases – as in all criminal cases –
the government has the burden to prove 
all elements of the crime beyond a 
reasonable doubt.  
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TIGTA Report on § 7202

March 21, 2017 – TIGTA released a new report titled:

A More Focused Strategy Is Needed to 
Effectively Address Egregious Employment 
Tax Crimes 
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TIGTA Report on § 7202

Synopsis or Report:

• Employment tax noncompliance is a serious 
crime.

• When employers willfully fail to account for 
and deposit employment taxes … they are in 
effect stealing from the Government. 

• In order to promote compliance, § 7202 
needs to be used more often.
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Takeaways
The similarities 

between 
Section 7202 
and its civil 
counterpart 
Section 6672

The government’s 
new attitude 

towards 
aggressive use of 

Section 7202 
prosecutions

There is no 
longer any 

such thing as a 
“routine” 
payroll tax 

investigation.  

+ =
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Takeaways
• Every payroll tax 

delinquency 
situation - at least 
in any situation 
where the facts 
would arguably 
justify imposition 
of the TFRP -- is a 
potential Section 
7202 prosecution. 
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SURPRISE: Traditional “cooperation” with the 
investigating civil agents can prove to be self-
incriminating. 
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IRS power of attorney grants great power to representatives, 

specifically:

Acts authorized (you are required to complete this line 3). With 

the exception of the acts described in line 5b, I authorize my 

representative(s) to receive and inspect my confidential tax 

information and to perform acts that I can perform with respect 

to the tax matters described below. For example, my 

representative(s) shall have the authority to sign any agreements, 

consents, or similar documents (see instructions for line 5a for 

authorizing a representative to sign a return).

WARNING – DON’T 
INCRIMINATE YOUR CLIENT
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WARNING – DON’T 
INCRIMINATE YOUR CLIENT

Hayes v. U.S., 407 F.2d 189, 192 (5th Cir. 1969).

“The [POA’s] statement is admissible against Haynes as an 
admission by an authorized agent.”
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How does a routine civil payroll tax 
investigation become a criminal matter?
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Six danger signs of a potential 
employment tax fraud investigation

1. Does the client have a previous history of employment tax 
deficiencies?    

2. Is the current delinquency in excess of $100,000?    

3. Are employment tax deficiencies continuing to accrue on a current 
basis?    

4. Are the withheld taxes being used in business operations, or are they 
being paid out to the owners as compensation, dividends or loans?    

5. Do the owners enjoy a luxurious life-style, courtesy of the unpaid 
trust fund taxes?    

6. Have there been any communications whatsoever with the 
examining agent that involve misleading statements or falsehoods? 

http://www.signmart.com/4mm-Corrugated-Plastic-Stop-Sign-Available-In-4-Sizes-8-12-15-and-18-inch_p_356.html
http://www.signmart.com/4mm-Corrugated-Plastic-Stop-Sign-Available-In-4-Sizes-8-12-15-and-18-inch_p_356.html
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&source=images&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwjJndDKw7DbAhUQC6wKHTiuDZ0QjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://soundcloud.com/johnny-danger-nz&psig=AOvVaw0guqq3lRlbExBKMoPDGyBK&ust=1527872832872312
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&source=images&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwjJndDKw7DbAhUQC6wKHTiuDZ0QjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://soundcloud.com/johnny-danger-nz&psig=AOvVaw0guqq3lRlbExBKMoPDGyBK&ust=1527872832872312
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&source=images&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwjJndDKw7DbAhUQC6wKHTiuDZ0QjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://soundcloud.com/johnny-danger-nz&psig=AOvVaw0guqq3lRlbExBKMoPDGyBK&ust=1527872832872312
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&source=images&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwjJndDKw7DbAhUQC6wKHTiuDZ0QjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://soundcloud.com/johnny-danger-nz&psig=AOvVaw0guqq3lRlbExBKMoPDGyBK&ust=1527872832872312
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&source=images&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwjJndDKw7DbAhUQC6wKHTiuDZ0QjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://soundcloud.com/johnny-danger-nz&psig=AOvVaw0guqq3lRlbExBKMoPDGyBK&ust=1527872832872312
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&source=images&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwjJndDKw7DbAhUQC6wKHTiuDZ0QjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://soundcloud.com/johnny-danger-nz&psig=AOvVaw0guqq3lRlbExBKMoPDGyBK&ust=1527872832872312
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Here are some ideas to avoid 
trouble . . . . .

http://phanmemsaigon.net/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/C%C3%A1ch-%C3%A1p-d%E1%BB%A5ng-quy-lu%E1%BA%ADt-ghi-nh%E1%BB%9B-trong-Email-Marketing..jpg
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Five ways to help keep an 
employment tax delinquency 

examination “civil”
1. Do not continue to allow payroll tax delinquencies to “pyramid”. 

2. Start making payments towards the past-due employment taxes, the larger 
the better. Designation to “trust fund portion” is OK.  

3. If any of the “danger signs” are present, resist the temptation to agree to 
extend the statute of limitations for assessment of the Trust Fund Recovery 
penalty.  Force the IRS to make a civil assessment in order to “protect the 
revenue”.   

4. If any of the “danger signs” are present, avoid voluntarily providing 
information (oral or in written form) to the collection officer.     

5. If a summons is issued to require a personal interview, consider invoking the 
Fifth Amendment.  (Nothing proves intent like a first-party admission of 
knowledge and responsibility. An interview can be distorted to indicate 
misleading statements or falsehoods which also prove intent.) 
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Hmmmm!   How about THIS idea?
Maybe I can avoid a whole lot of 

problems if just treat my workers as 
independent contractors . . . . 
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The theory is — “If I treat my 
workers as IC’s, good things happen”.

1. The employer’s obligation to “match” the employees’ FICA 
obligations goes away (the worker is responsible for paying both 
“halves” through the SE tax).

2. Because there is no withholding of income taxes or FICA, a “trust 
fund” is never created that has to be paid over to the IRS. 

3. Hence, there can be no personal responsibility for payment of such 
taxes.

Not so fast!
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Not so fast … 

• The law (both the civil statute §6672 and the criminal 
statute §7202) imposes liability for willful failure to 
pay over OR willful failure to collect.

• There are numerous criminal cases, and countless 
civil cases, where personal liability has been imposed 
for intentionally treating workers known to be 
employees as independent contractors.
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See, e.g., the following § 7202 
criminal cases:

• U.S. v. Crabbe, 364 Fed. Appx. 412 (10th Cir. 2010)

• U.S. v. Kahre, 737 F.3d 554 (9th Cir. 2013)

• U.S. v. Townsend, 2014 WL 2115248 (ED Wash, 2014)

• U.S. v. Tabares, 2016 WL 11258758 (ND Ga 2016)

• U.S. v. Crabbe, 2008 WL 11384125 (D. Colo.  2008)

• U.S. v. McLane, 646 F.3d 599 (8th Cir. 2011) 
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Gray Reed & McGraw
www.grayreed.com 
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Tom Rhodus
trhodus@grayreed.com


